INDIGENT DEFENSE CLINIC

Course Number (Classroom):  LITG 7051 001  Call Number:  000067
Course Number (Field Placement):  LITG 7052  001  Call Number:  000068

PLEASE NOTE: You must register for both the class and the field placement.

Semester:  Spring 2015
Professor:  Colliver
Credits:  1 classroom –and– 3 non-classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade:  Tentatively skills assessments; letter grade for the classroom part and graded on this scale for the non-classroom part: high pass /pass /low pass /fail.
Prerequisites:  Participation in the Clinic in the fall.
Enrollment:  Only open to students who participated in the Clinic in the fall 2014 semester; registration in the spring semester is required for students in the Clinic in the fall 2014 semester.
Meets Seminar Requirement?  No
Meets Writing Requirement?  No
Meets Client Counseling Requirement?  No
Class Meeting Times:  M 6:30 to 8:00 pm
Location:  Meets offsite

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Continuation of Clinic from fall semester; accepted and enrolled students commit to both semesters of the third year. Under supervision, students will handle all aspects of the litigation process for indigent criminal defendants.

SPECIAL NOTES:

Limited to students in the Clinic in the fall 2014 semester; 3L’s only; students must qualify for the Ohio Student Intern License to enroll in this clinic; students must commit to participating for the full year.
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